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NEWS

—“CIA, FBI computers used for Wikipedia edits” Reuters, 16/08
2007

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - People using CIA and FBI computers
have edited entries in the online encyclopedia Wikipedia on topics
including the Iraq war and the Guantanamo prison, according to a
new tracing program.

(...)

The program, WikiScanner, was developed by Virgil Griffith of the
Santa Fe Institute in New Mexico and posted this month on a Web
site that was quickly overwhelmed with searches.

The program allows users to track the source of computers used to
make changes to the popular Internet encyclopedia where anyone
can submit and edit entries.

WikiScanner revealed that CIA computers were used to edit an entry
on the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq in 2003. A graphic on casualties was
edited to add that many figures were estimated and were not broken
down by class.

Another entry on former CIA chief William Colby was edited by
CIA computers to expand his career history and discuss the merits
of a Vietnam War rural pacification program that he headed.

Aerial and satellite images of the U.S. prison for terrorism suspects
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, were removed using a computer traced
to the FBI, WikiScanner showed.

CIA spokesman George Little said he could not confirm whether
CIA computers were used in the changes, adding that “the agency
always expects its computer systems to be used responsibly.”

The FBI did not have an immediate response.

Computers at numerous other organizations and companies were
found to have been involved in editing articles related to them.

Griffith said he developed WikiScanner “to create minor public rela-
tions disasters for companies and organizations I dislike (and) to see
what ‘interesting organizations’ (which I am neutral towards) are up
to.”

The URL of the website in question is/was wikiscanner.virgil.gr
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Il. First capture of the WikiScanner site (Aug. 18 2007)

One of the best sections of the website is the page dedicated to edits linked
to the US military domain, .mil : wikiscanner.virgil.gr/dotmil.html

Il. Nov. 11 2008 capture

Notable, for instance, are the presence of the NCSC (over 300 edits at the
time) or the Air Force’s 20.000 edits... One can’t help but wonder what modifi-
cations came from NSA or if the Air Force contributed to Area 51, UFO entries.
Edits of US military history articles from .mil domains seems problematic...
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SPECIALIZED TV (JAPAN)

— GameCenter CX

In season 20, Altered Beast for the Sega Genesis was showcased :
As the title somewhat suggests, a main feature of the game involves the

transformation of the character into beast form; Each new stage brings a new
transformation and also associated powers.

In the default form, the protagonist is a male fighter. The first transfor-
mation turns him into a werewolf, with increased strength and a dash forward
attack among others. The second transformation, into a dragon, gives a light-
ning spell for example.

1 Werewolf “new attacks and greatly boosts offensive power”, fireballs
2 Dragon “lightning shocks and barrier”
3 Bear spin attack
4 Tiger ...

For a transformation to happen, three spirit balls must be collected, which
are dropped by color-coded enemies (a blue animal that looks like a wild boar).
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There exists a parallelism between the alterations of the protagonist and
that of the antagonist, Neff, who at the end of each round turns into a different
boss (the giant, the eye, snail etc.)

Il. [2-4] Kosuda Market and various game cabinets

In this episode, Arino visits a candy store located in a residential area called
Kosuda Market, which “has been in business in Nishitokyo for over 50 years.”

The store has three cabinets including RPS-Man Fever (RPS stands for the
classic game Rock, scissors, paper).

The central display shows a hand in one of three variations (e.g. fist for
rock) while the encircling roulette has the following purpose :

“After winning, the roulette spins. The number it stops on is the quantity
of prize tokens.”

The player picks their move with the help of three buttons on a panel below.

In ‘Missile Fever’ the goal is to guess on which position the red light - pre-
sumably symbolizing a missile’ will stop on. Arino picks tanks and wins.
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Among challenges of season 4 was Ninja Gaiden for the Famicom, one of
many ninja games but one of the best, described : “Even overseas, it has an
enthusiastic fan base and it’s highly regarded as a masterpiece.”

Il. [4] first boss

Arguably the most prominent mechanic of the game is the ability of the
ninja to stick to walls, street signs etc. and use them either to gain access to
other - otherwise inaccessible - platforms or for defense and attack.

Wall hug works against boss 1 but not 3, necessitating other tactics.

Ninja Gaiden, with its somewhat convoluted tale of a ninja sent to America
to meet with an archaeologist..., is easily one of the most atmospheric and
beautiful games of the NES era (especially advanced levels).
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Challenge/episode other events
Season 4 Ninja Gaiden -
Season 20 Altered Beast Kosuda Market in Nishitokyo

Table 1: GameCenter CX overview (continued)
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